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We are delighted to now be B Corp 
certified – a certification which means we 
balance purpose and profit and are legally 
obliged to consider the impact of our 
decisions on the environment as well as our 
customers, workers and community.
 
As part of the certification, our processes 
and supply chain have been assessed by 
B Corp which has been a great way of 
learning our strengths and weaknesses, 
and growing as a responsible business. 
And by buying from a B Corp you can be 
assured that you are supporting a business 
committed to make a positive difference to 
the world around us.

We support a number of environmental 
initiatives in conjunction with 
GetGreenspark, all with the aim of 
reducing the impact of our carbon 
footprint.  Since starting these initiatives -

• Our CO2 offsets are equivalent to: 292 
Roundtrip flights from London to Los 
Angeles worth of carbon saved.

• Our collected plastic is equivalent to: 
84,300 Disposable coffee cups worth 
of plastic saved from landfill.

• The trees we have planted are 
equivalent to: 1,600m² of forest area.

With lots more still to do…!

At Earth Squared we aim to put people and 
planet first which is why sustainability is so 
important to us. All of our fashion products use 
lining material made entirely from recycled plastic 
bottles and this year we are delighted to introduce 
a number of new ranges which use recycled outer 
fabrics including a new collection made entirely 
from ocean plastic waste.
 
Further, all handbags, purses and accessories will 
now arrive with you in entirely biodegradable, 
compostable, recyclable and marine friendly Eco 
Garment Bags.  This innovative packaging made 
from Hydropol TM biodegrades entirely after use 
– so that products reach you in perfect condition 
but with zero end of life problems. 
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B CORP 
CERTIFICATIONAT EARTH SQUARED, 

FAIR TRADE IS WHY WE 
STARTED AND CONTINUES 
TO BE AT THE HEART OF 
WHAT WE DO.

WE HAVE WORKED WITH 
ARTISANS IN VIETNAM 
FOR OVER TWENTY 
YEARS, AND ARE PROUD 
TO BE A MEMBER OF 
BAFTS BRITISH FAIR TRADE 
NETWORK.

For more information please visit www.earthsquared.com/sustainability

SUSTAINABILITY
GIVING  
BACK
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Being optimistic by nature, we always look forward to Spring and the promise of sunshine, warmth and 
gardens bursting into life. Which is why we love creating fabulous fashion accessories designed for days 
out and about. 

This Spring we have a number of fantastic new collections designed to be stylish and practical. And we 
are proud to be a verified B Corp as well as a fair trade company, so you know your purchase makes a 
real difference to the artisans we work with.   

We hope you love what you see, and as always, thank you for your support.

Best wishes
Earth Squared

earthsquared.com  |  01620 892 289  |  sales@earthsquared.com

SPRING 2024
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Get in line for something 
from our stunning new 
Stripe Collection. Lovely 
durable canvas in two 
striking colourways – ideal 
for days out near and far…

BLUE STRIPE 
CANVAS LOGAN BAG 
£42.99  |  S24LOGB  |  28 x 23 x 10cm  
Adjustable strap 72cm - 140cm

Breezy stripes adorn the lovely 
Logan shoulder bag in this 
summery canvas range, with plenty 
of space inside there are three 
main compartments, two outer 
zipped ones and central stash 
pocket with magnetic fastening.

STRIPE CANVAS RANGE

BLUE STRIPE CANVAS 
3 ZIP POUCH 
£19.99  |  S24PCHB 
18.5 x 16 x 1cm  |  Strap 122cm

Ever popular, the slim proportions 
of our 3 zipped pouch bag make it 
ideal for everyday, on the go. Wear 
it handsfree and across the body, 
this style has three separate zipped 
pockets for organsing essentials. 
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BLUE STRIPE CANVAS ROSY BAG
£35.99  |  S24RBB  |  22 x 28 x 6cm  |  Adjustable strap 69cm - 130cm

The Rosy cross body messenger bag is a great everyday style, 
looking fabulous in bold Summer stripes. With a long adjustable 
strap and single zipped compartment, with zipped security 
pocket on the back and integrated phone pouch inside.

PINK STRIPE  
CANVAS TOTE BAG
£42.99  |  S24TTPK
38 x 25 x 14cm  |  Strap 58cm

The Earth Squared Tote Bag, in 
lightweight cotton canvas with 
attractive Summer stripes in 
Pink, Blue and Cream. This style 
is lightweight and practical, 
with plenty of space inside and 
fully zipped across the top to 
keep everything safe inside.

BLUE STRIPE  
CANVAS TOTE 
BAG
£42.99  |  S24TTB
38 x 25 x 14cm  |  Strap 58cm

This sunny stripey canvas 
tote is ideal for Summer, 
lightweight and spacious 
with a full zipped closure 
and comfortable shoulder 
straps. 
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PINK STRIPE  
CANVAS  
ROSY BAG
£35.99  |  S24RBPK
22 x 28 x 6cm
Adjustable strap 69cm - 130cm

The Rosy cross body 
messenger bag is a 
great everyday style, 
looking fabulous in 
bold Summer stripes. 
With a long adjustable 
strap and single zipped 
compartment with zipped 
security pocket on the 
back and integrated 
phone pouch inside.

PINK STRIPE 
CANVAS  
LOGAN BAG 
£42.99  |  S24LOGPK
28 x 23 x 10cm   
Adjustable strap 72cm - 140cm

Breezy stripes adorn the 
lovely Logan shoulder 
bag in this summery 
canvas range, with plenty 
of space inside there are 
three main compartments, 
two outer zipped ones and 
central stash pocket with 
magnetic fastening.

PINK STRIPE CANVAS  
3 ZIP POUCH 
£19.99  |  S24PCHPK  |  18.5 x 16 x 1cm 
Strap 122cm

Ever popular, the slim proportions 
of our 3 zipped pouch bag make it 
ideal for everyday, on the go. Wear 
it handsfree and across the body, 
this style has three separate zipped 
pockets for organsing essentials. 



TOKYO 
OILCLOTH 

RANGE

A stunning new 
print, evoking 

springtime in Japan. 
Gorgeous lovely 

soft pink and white 
geometric pattern, 
in our hard wearing 

and practical 
oilcloth.
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TOKYO 
OILCLOTH  
TOTE BAG
£43.99  |  PK24TT
38 x 25 x 14cm  |  Strap 58cm

Everyday tote style, in 
lightweight oilcloth with 
fully zipped closure across 
the top and comfortable 
shoulder straps.

TOKYO OILCLOTH 
PHONE POUCH
£29.99  |  PK24PCH  |  18 x 13 x 4cm
Adjustable strap 74cm - 138cm

Cute little pouch bag with two 
separate zipped compartments, 
mini size with just enough room 
for your phone and essentials, 
adjustable cross body strap and 
durable oilcloth exterior.
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TOKYO OILCLOTH BACKPACK
£44.99  |  PK24BKP  |  33 x 36 x 10cm
Adjustable strap 42cm - 78cm

Versatile backpack has double ended zips on 
the main and front compartments and is fully 
lined with a water resistant 100% recycled fabric, 
finished in gorgeous pink oilcloth print.

TOKYO OILCLOTH 
MESSENGER  
STYLE BAG 
£39.99  |  PK24MB  |  25 x 19 x 5cm
Adjustable strap 74cm - 138cm

Oilcloth messenger bag, cross 
body style with zipped central 
compartment and external 
zipped stash pocket. Lined 
inside with water resistant 100% 
recycled polyester fabric and 
available in this pretty pink 
Japanese influenced print.

TOKYO 
OILCLOTH 
MAKE UP BAG
£14.99  |  PK24MUB
18 x 10 x 9cm

Neatly formed 
cosmetics case, with a 
practical wipe clean 
outer and lined with a 
splash proof fabric to 
protect from spills. 
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TOKYO OILCLOTH 3 ZIP POUCH 
£19.99  |  PK243ZIP  |  18.5 x 16 x 1cm  |  Strap 122cm

Popular 3 zipped pouch bag, this slim shape has 3 
compartments for seperating daily essentials, with satin 
trim and narrow satin cross body, removable strap. 

TOKYO OILCLOTH  
CARD HOLDER
£8.99  |  PK24CARD  |  11.5cm x 8.5cm

New card case finished in 
hardwearing oilcloth with a 
gorgeous pink design.

TOKYO OILCLOTH 
WALLET
£23.99  |  PK24WAL  |  13 x 10 x 2cm

Oilcloth wallet is fully zipped 
around the outside and opens flat 
to reveal card dividers, zipped 
pocket for coins and space for 
cash inside.

TOKYO OILCLOTH 
SCARF
£19.99  |  PK24SCF  |  70 x 180cm

Gorgeous pink Japanese 
influenced design to match 
styles in this range perfectly, 
beautifully soft viscose fabric.

TOKYO 
OILCLOTH 
FREYA PURSE
£10.99  |  PK24FYP
15 x 11cm

Simple no fuss coin 
purse with fabric card 
dividers inside the single 
zipped compartment, 
looks lovely in pink 
Japanese inspired 
oilcloth print.

Unzip the 
wallet to 
access loads of 
useful features



JACQUARD 
RANGE

Gorgeously detailed 
and textured floral 

Jacquard collection in 
2 beautiful colourways 

for Spring.  Stylish 
and sophisticated.
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BLUE JACQUARD 
TOTE BAG
£49.99  |  J24TTBL 
26 x 30 x 12cm  |  Strap 46cm

New Earth Squared tote bags 
look amazing in gorgeous 
woven jacquard fabrics, super 
lightweight with a spacious 
interior, fully lined with zipped 
integrated pocket inside and 
zipped top closure.

BLUE JACQUARD 
SCARF
£19.99  |  JAC24NAVY 
70 x 180cm

Fabulous viscose scarves printed 
to match the delightful new 
jacquard fabrics, available in 
two colours. BLUE JACQUARD SHOULDER BAG

£39.99  |  J24SBBL  |  17 x 27 x 10cm  |  Adjustable strap 69cm x 130cm

The Emily shoulder bag has a simple shape and shows off 
these stunning jacquard fabrics perfectly, with an adjustable 
shoulder strap and single zipped compartment it also features 
an attractive scooped topline.

BLUE 
JACQUARD 
AVA BAG
£47.99  |  J24AVABL
38 x 25cm  |  Strap 65cm

An enduring design 
with bags of class. 
With a deceptively 
roomy interior and 
comfortable shoulder 
position, Ava has a 
magnetic closure on 
the top flap, is fully 
lined inside and looks 
the part in stunning 
new jacquard fabrics.
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PURPLE 
JACQUARD 
AVA BAG
£47.99  |  J23AVAP
38 x 25cm  |  Strap 65cm

An enduring design 
with bags of class. 
With a deceptively 
roomy interior and 
comfortable shoulder 
position, Ava has a 
magnetic closure on 
the top flap, is fully 
lined inside and looks 
the part in stunning 
new jacquard fabrics.

PURPLE JACQUARD SHOULDER BAG
£39.99  |  J23SBP  |  17 x 27 x 10cm  |  Adjustable strap 69cm x 130cm

The Emily shoulder bag has a simple shape and shows off 
these stunning jacquard fabrics perfectly, with an adjustable 
shoulder strap and single zipped compartment it also features 
an attractive scooped topline.

PURPLE JACQUARD 
TOTE BAG
£49.99  |  J23TTP  |  26 x 30 x 12cm
Strap 46cm

New Earth Squared tote bags 
look amazing in gorgeous woven 
jacquard fabrics, super lightweight 
with a spacious interior, fully lined 
with zipped integrated pocket 
inside and zipped top closure.

JACQUARD JULIET PURSE
£11.99  |  17 x 12cm

Our favourite Juliet purse beautifully crafted from 
luxurious woven jacquard fabric, available in two 
colours. With two zipped compartments to keep coins 
and cards separate.

1  
PURPLE JACQUARD 
JULIET PURSE

 J23JPP

2  
BLUE JACQUARD 
JULIET PURSE

 J24JPBL

2

1

PURPLE JACQUARD 
SCARF
£19.99  |  JAC24PURPLE  |  70 x 180cm

Fabulous viscose scarves printed to 
match the delightful new jacquard 
fabrics, available in two colours.



A stunning new range for Spring 
2024 – made entirely from ocean 
plastic waste (the Tote Bags are 
made from 24 plastic bottles!). Stylish, 
practical, and giving life to discarded 
plastics, be prepared to fall in love!

WEAVE RANGE

AVAILABLE IN 4 COLOURS

GREEN WEAVE 
STRIPE TOTE BAG

PINK WEAVE  
STRIPE TOTE BAG

NAVY WEAVE 
STRIPE TOTE BAG

NAVY WEAVE STRIPE  
MESSENGER BAG

PINK WEAVE STRIPE  
MESSENGER BAG

GREEN WEAVE STRIPE  
MESSENGER BAG
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WEAVE STRIPE 
MESSENGER BAG
£44.99  |  22 x 16 x 9cm

A superb new messenger bag in stylish 
stripes - and made entirely from ocean 
waste plastic. Lightweight, extremely 
comfortable with full width zip closure. 
Available in four fantastic colourways.

GREY WEAVE STRIPE  
MESSENGER BAG

WEAVE STRIPE TOTE BAG
£47.99  |  41 x 30 x 14cm

A brand new, innovative collection made entirely from ocean plastic waste. 
These woven tote bags are lightweight, comfortable and something special.  
Features inside pocket. Machine washable, strong, stylish and very useful.

GREY WEAVE 
STRIPE TOTE BAG

MADE  
ENTIRELY FROM 
OCEAN PLASTIC 

WASTE!

PINK WEAVE 
STRIPE TOTE BAG

GREY 
WEAVE 
STRIPE 

TOTE BAG

MACHINE 
WASHABLE



WEAVE SHOULDER BAG
£45.99  |  40 x 30 x 9cm

Made entirely from ocean plastic waste 
(19 reclaimed plastic bottles!), this is a 
stylish, durable and very comfortable 
shoulder bag. Available in 4 colours – 
lightweight to carry but extremely robust 
– it’s the ideal everyday companion.

WEAVE MESSENGER BAG
£44.99  |  25 x 19 x 7cm 

A superb new messenger bag,  made 
entirely from ocean waste plastic.  
Lightweight, extremely comfortable with 
full width zip closure. Available in four 
fantastic colourways.

AVAILABLE IN 4 COLOURS

GREEN WEAVE 
SHOULDER BAG

PINK WEAVE  
SHOULDER BAG

NAVY WEAVE 
SHOULDER BAG

GREY WEAVE 
SHOULDER BAG
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NAVY WEAVE 
MESSENGER BAG

PINK WEAVE 
MESSENGER BAG

GREEN WEAVE 
MESSENGER BAG

GREY WEAVE 
MESSENGER BAG

MADE  
ENTIRELY FROM 
OCEAN PLASTIC 

WASTE!

GREEN WEAVE 
SHOULDER BAG

PINK WEAVE 
SHOULDER BAG

MACHINE 
WASHABLE



FLORAL CANVAS RANGE
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Gorgeous florals in two 
beautiful colourways 
– in a range of 
fantastically useful 
handbags, purses and 
scarves.  Perfect for 
sunny days.

NAVY FLORAL 
CANVAS SLOUCH 
TOTE
£44.99  |  CV24TTB   
38 x 25 x 14cm  |  Strap 58cm

A classic tote design in 
pretty floral cotton canvas, 
with a magnetic tabbed 
closure and pom pom tipped 
draw ties. Super lightweight 
with a roomy interior and 
integrated pockets inside, 
two colours to choose from.

NAVY FLORAL 
CANVAS PHONE 
POUCH BAG
£29.99  |  CV24PCHB   
18 x 13 x 4cm
Adjustable strap 74cm - 138cm

This versatile mini pouch 
bag has two zipped 
compartments and is perfect 
for carrying your mobile 
phone and a few everyday 
essentials, with adjustable 
cross body strap it’s 
available in this gorgeous 
blossom printed cotton 
canvas in two colourways.

NAVY FLORAL CANVAS  
ALICE BACKPACK
£44.99  |  CV24BKPB  |  26 x 32 x 9cm  |  Adjustable strap 42cm - 78cm

Our Alice back pack is available for Spring in this attractive 
blossom printed cotton canvas, fully lined and featuring double 
ended zips on both main and front compartment. Two colours 
available.
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NAVY FLORAL CANVAS  
EMILY PURSE
£9.99  |  CV24EMB  |  14 x 11cm

Very simple two compartment coin purse in pretty 
blossom print cotton fabric with contrasting satin button 
and zip pulls, available in two gorgeous colours.

NAVY FLORAL 
CANVAS 3 ZIP POUCH
£19.99  |  CV24ZIPB  |  18.5 x 16 x 1cm
Strap 122cm

Three zipped pouch for carefree 
handsfree use! Slim design with three 
divided compartments, this popular 
style is perfect for dog walking and 
is available in a pretty blossom print 
in two fabulous colours. 

NAVY FLORAL  
CANVAS ANNA BAG
£42.99  |  CV24ANB  |  23.5 x 17 x 5cm
Adjustable strap 74cm - 134cm

Compact design with neatly divided space, featuring two 
zipped compartments and one central pocket with magnetic 
closure, this style has a long adjustable strap which is suited to 
being worn cross body. Available in two pretty blossom prints.



FLORAL 
CANVAS  
FOX PURSE
£13.99  |  14 x 10cm

Floral fox face purse, 
with cute pompom 
nose and adorable 
appliqued features. 

FLORAL CANVAS EMILY PURSE
£9.99  |  14 x 11cm

Very simple two compartment coin purse in pretty 
blossom print cotton fabric with contrasting satin button 
and zip pulls, available in two gorgeous colours.
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NAVY FLORAL 
CANVAS AVA BAG
£42.99  |  CV24AVAB  |  38 x 25cm
Strap 65cm

Classic Ava styling with a Summery 
feel, we love this beautiful floral 
cotton and it looks great on this 
design. It has a roomy interior and 
an easy overarm fit. Available in 
two stunning colourways.

NAVY FLORAL SCARF
£19.99  |  CV24SCFB  |  70 x 180cm

This viscose scarf is super soft and 
floaty and the beautiful blossom 
print matches styles in the canvas 
range perfectly, available in two 
colours.

1  
GREY FLORAL CANVAS EMILY PURSE

 CV24EMG

2  
NAVY FLORAL CANVAS EMILY PURSE

 CV24EMB

1

3  
GREY FLORAL 
CANVAS FOX 
PURSE

 CV24FOXG

4  
NAVY FLORAL 
CANVAS FOX 
PURSE

 CV24FOXB

2

3

4
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GREY FLORAL 
CANVAS  
AVA BAG
£42.99  |  CV24AVAG
38 x 25cm  |  Strap 65cm

Classic Ava styling with a 
Summery feel, we love this 
beautiful floral cotton and it 
looks great on this design. It 
has a roomy interior and an 
easy overarm fit. Available 
in two stunning colourways.

GREY FLORAL 
CANVAS  
ALICE BACKPACK
£44.99  |  CV24BKPG
26 x 32 x 9cm
Adjustable strap 42cm - 78cm

Our Alice back pack is available 
for Spring in this attractive 
blossom printed cotton canvas, 
fully lined and featuring double 
ended zips on both main and 
front compartment. Two colours 
available.

GREY FLORAL 
CANVAS SCARF
£19.99  |  CV24SCFG  |  70 x 180cm

This viscose scarf is super soft 
and floaty and the beautiful 
blossom print matches styles 
in the canvas range perfectly, 
available in two colours.
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GREY FLORAL 
CANVAS  
SLOUCH TOTE
£44.99  |  CV24TTG
38 x 25 x 14cm  |  Strap 58cm

A classic tote design in 
pretty floral cotton canvas, 
with a magnetic tabbed 
closure and pom pom tipped 
draw ties. Super lightweight 
with a roomy interior and 
integrated pockets inside, 
two colours to choose from.

GREY FLORAL 
CANVAS ANNA BAG
£42.99  |  CV24ANG  |  23.5 x 17 x 5cm
Adjustable strap 74cm - 134cm

Compact design with neatly 
divided space, featuring two zipped 
compartments and one central 
pocket with magnetic closure, this 
style has a long adjustable strap 
which is suited to being worn cross 
body. Available in two pretty 
blossom prints.
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GREY FLORAL CANVAS PHONE POUCH BAG
£29.99  |  CV24PCHG  |  18 x 13 x 4cm  |  Adjustable strap 74cm - 138cm

This versatile mini pouch bag has two zipped compartments and is 
perfect for carrying your phone and a few everyday essentials, with 
adjustable cross body strap it’s available in this gorgeous blossom 
printed cotton canvas in two colourways.

GREY FLORAL 
CANVAS 3 ZIP POUCH
£19.99  |  CV24ZIPG
18.5 x 16 x 1cm  |  Strap 122cm

Three zipped pouch for carefree 
handsfree use! Slim design with 
three divided compartments, this 
popular style is perfect for dog 
walking and is available in a  
pretty blossom print in two 
fabulous colours. 

North Berwick, home to Earth Squared
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BLUE WOVEN JACQUARD AVA BAG
JD24AVAB

GREEN WOVEN JACQUARD AVA BAG
JD24AVAGN

GREY WOVEN JACQUARD AVA BAG
JD24AVAGY

BLUE WOVEN JACQUARD ANNA BAG
JD24ANB

GREEN WOVEN JACQUARD ANNA BAG
JD24ANGN

GREY WOVEN JACQUARD ANNA BAG
JD24ANGY

WOVEN JACQUARD AVA BAG
£45.99  |  38 x 25cm  |  Strap 65cm

This stunning silvered jacquard fabric looks divine 
combined with our classic Ava styling, in three soft 
pastel shades. Ava has a roomy interior, comfortabkle 
mid length shoulder straps and a magnetic flap closure.

WOVEN JACQUARD ANNA BAG
£42.99  |  23.5 x 17 x 5cm  |  Adjustable strap 74cm - 134cm

Gorgeous jacquard fabric in a choice of three soft 
pastel shades, perfect for special occasions, our Anna 
bag is a compact style designed to be worn cross 
body or on shoulder. Features long adjustable strap, 
space divided into three compartments, two zipped 
and one with magnetic fastening.

WOVEN JACQUARD RANGE

A distinctive collection for Spring – gorgeous 
woven jacquard with delicate flower motif in 
a fabulous selection of handbags, purses and 
scarves. Ideal for any outfit.
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FLOWER TWO 
TONE SCARF 
£19.99  |  70 x 180cm 

Beautiful two tone scarf in 
soft viscose fabric, in three 
stylish shades to match the 
Summer Jacquard range.

1  
GREY FLOWER 
TWO TONE SCARF

 JD24SCFGREY

2  
GREEN FLOWER 
TWO TONE SCARF

 JD24SCFGN

3  
BLUE FLOWER 
TWO TONE SCARF

 JD24SCFBL

1 3

2

BLUE WOVEN JACQUARD TOTE BAG
JD24TTB

GREEN WOVEN JACQUARD TOTE BAG
JD24TTGN

GREY WOVEN JACQUARD TOTE BAG
JD24TTGY

WOVEN JACQUARD 
TOTE BAG
£45.99  |  26 x 30 x 12cm  |  Strap 46cm

New style tote bag in fabulous 
jacquard fabric, with zipped closure and 
comfortable shoulder straps. This design 
has plenty of space inside plus one 
internal zipped pocket and is available 
in three gorgeous soft colours.
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WOVEN JACQUARD LOIS BACKPACK
£47.99  |  33 x 36 x 10cm  |  Adjustable strap 42cm - 78cm

Beautiful Lois backpack is an understated design in statement 
jacquard fabric! Zipped front pocket and roomy main compartment 
with integrated pocket inside, complete with backpack straps and top 
grab handles, available in three subtle shades.

BLUE WOVEN JACQUARD 
LOIS BACKPACK

JD24BKB

GREEN WOVEN JACQUARD 
LOIS BACKPACK

JD24BKGN

GREY WOVEN JACQUARD 
LOIS BACKPACK

JD24BKGY
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WOVEN JACQUARD JULIET PURSE
£11.99  |  17 x 12cm

A simply designed coin purse with soft fabric construction, Juliet has two 
zipped compartments to separate coins and cards and is available in 
wonderful woven jacquard fabric in three soft Summer shades.

1  
BLUE WOVEN 
JACQUARD  
JULIET PURSE

 JD24JPB

2  
GREY WOVEN 
JACQUARD  
JULIET PURSE

 JD24JPGY

3  
GREEN WOVEN 
JACQUARD  
JULIET PURSE

 JD24JPGN

1

3

2

WOVEN JACQUARD PHONE POUCH 
£29.99  |  18 x 13 x 4cm  |  Adjustable strap 74cm - 138cm

Mini cross body pouch bag, in glorious silvery woven fabric, 
it’s perfect for Summer evenings. Just enough space for a 
mobile and a few essentials in the two zipped compartments 
and available in three pastel shades.

BLUE WOVEN  
JACQUARD PHONE POUCH

JD24PHB

GREEN WOVEN 
JACQUARD PHONE POUCH

JD24PHGN

GREY WOVEN  
JACQUARD PHONE POUCH

JD24PHGY
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A true ‘one off’ - this fabulous bag has 
been designed with sunshine and happy 
times very much in mind!

WATERCOLOUR 
TOTE BAG
£44.99  |  WC24TGRY 
26 x 30 x 12cm  |  Strap 46cm

Bring on the sunshine vibes 
with this fabulous cotton beach 
tote, featuring an idylic city 
vista in holiday colours! With 
comfortable cotton webbing 
straps, zipped top closure and 
fully lined inside. 

WATERCOLOUR RANGE



VENICE 
OILCLOTH 
PHONE POUCH
£29.99  |  SF24PCH
18 x 13 x 4cm
Adjustable strap 74cm - 138cm

Mini cross body pouch 
bag style, two zipped 
compartments with space 
for your phone and a few 
essentials. In a beautifully 
versatile blue floral 
print that will take you 
anywhere.

5150

Go anywhere with the 
stylish new Venice Oilcloth 
collection. Blue florals with 
a pop of white – in our 
signature showerproof and 
practical oilcloth fabric.

VENICE OILCLOTH RANGE

VENICE OILCLOTH  
FREYA PURSE
£10.99  |  SF24FYP  |  15 x 11cm

Freya coin purses are a neat solution for storing 
your cards and cash, slim design with fabric card 
dividers inside and a single zipped compartment. 
Finished in practical wipe clean oilcloth.

VENICE OILCLOTH  
BACKPACK
£44.99  |  SF24BKP  |  33 x 36 x 10cm
Adjustable strap 42cm - 78cm

New backpack style with double 
ended zips, front stash pocket, top 
grab handles and lined with a 
fully recycled water resistant lining. 
This pretty denim floral design in 
durable oilcloth is ideal for our 
unpredictable weather!
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VENICE OILCLOTH WALLET
£23.99  |  SF24WAL  |  13 x 10 x 2cm

We love this denim blue floral design, it looks so good on our 
functional oilcloth wallet. Fully zipped around the outside and 
opening like a book to reveal card dividers and space inside for 
coins and cash, it’s lovely pocket size is easy to carry.

VENICE OILCLOTH CARD HOLDER
£8.99   |   SF24CARD   |   11.5cm x 8.5cm

We’re all carrying less these days and sometimes all we 
need are bank cards, keeping them together in one stylish 
case makes it easier to keep track of loose cards and less 
likely for them to be lost. This cute card holder looks great 
in our lovely blue floral oilcloth.VENICE OILCLOTH  

TOTE BAG
£43.99  |  SF24TT 
38 x 25 x 14cm  |  Strap 58cm

Super lightweight and perfect for 
everyday use, this popular style 
has a full zip closure across the 
top, integrated pockets inside and 
the fabulous oilcloth exterior is 
easy to care for too! 

Unzip the 
wallet to 
access loads of 
useful features



VENICE  
OILCLOTH SCARF
£19.99  |  SF24SCF  |  70 x 180cm

Extra soft, these gorgeous viscose 
scarves are floaty and full of 
volume, matching perfectly with 
other styles in the blue flower range.

VENICE OILCLOTH  
MESSENGER  
STYLE BAG
£39.99  |  SF24MB  
25 x 19 x 5cm
Adjustable strap 74cm - 138cm

This cross body messenger style 
is slim and lightweight with fully 
zipped main compartment, and 
stash pockets front and back. And 
looks fantastic in our super stylish 
and wearable new floral print.
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VENICE OILCLOTH 3 ZIP POUCH 
£19.99  |  SF243ZIP  |  18.5 x 16 x 1cm  |  Strap 122cm

A versatile style, simply constructed with three zipped 
compartments it’s slim and lightweight, designed to 
be worn hands free, across the body. In hardwearing 
oilcloth, to withstand whatever the weather throws 
at us, this cute pouch is perfect when you just need a 
few essentials on the go.

VENICE OILCLOTH MAKEUP BAG
£14.99  |  SF24MUB  |  18 x 10 x 9cm

The boxy shape of this oilcloth cosmetics case is stylish 
and practical too, easy to fill and pack into your case, 
with a splash resistant waterproof lining to protect 
from spills and available in this lovely denim blue 
floral print.



VOYAGE 
RANGE

Lightweight, 
comfortable and 
super practical 
– the Voyage 

Range is designed 
for days out and 

about.

5756

VOYAGE BACKPACK
£47.99  |  33 x 36 x 10cm
Adjustable strap 42cm - 78cm

Now made using 100% 
recycled Nylon inside and out! 
This fabulous Billy backpack 
has a dedicated space inside 
for your laptop or ipad with 
extra padding to protect your 
equipment. With front zipped 
pocket and internal security 
pocket, this is a winning style 
for everyday use. Five colours 
to choose from.

543
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BLUE VOYAGE BACKPACK
VY24BKB

MINT VOYAGE BACKPACK
VY24BKMT

GREY VOYAGE BACKPACK
VY24BKGY

DEEP PINK VOYAGE BACKPACK
VY24BKPK

TEAL VOYAGE BACKPACK
VY24BKTL
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BLUE VOYAGE  
MESSENGER BAG

VY24MBB

MINT VOYAGE  
MESSENGER BAG

VY24MBMT

DEEP PINK VOYAGE  
MESSENGER BAG

VY24MBPK

TEAL VOYAGE  
MESSENGER BAG

VY24MBTL

GREY VOYAGE  
MESSENGER BAG

VY24MBGY

VOYAGE 
MESSENGER BAG
£39.99  |  25 x 19 x 5cm
Adjustable strap 74cm - 138cm

Our Voyage range is now 
produced using 100% recycled 
Nylon, this simple everyday 
messenger style has everything 
you need in one slim package, 
available in 5 fabulous colours.

SPRING PETAL 
SCARF
£19.99  |  STR24SCF  |  70 x 180cm

Add a burst of colour to 
any outfit with this gorgeous 
viscose scarf – soft, generously 
proportioned and the ideal 
sunshine accessory!



LISBON OILCLOTH RANGE
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LISBON OILCLOTH 
MESSENGER STYLE 
BAG 
£39.99  |  FLW24MB  |  25 x 19 x 5cm
Adjustable strap 74cm - 138cm

Oilcloth messenger bag, cross 
body style with zipped central 
compartment and external zipped 
stash pocket. Lined inside with 
water resistant 100% recycled 
polyester fabric and available in 
this fresh floral print.

LISBON OILCLOTH CARD HOLDER
£8.99  |  FLW24CARD  |  11.5cm x 8.5cm

New card case finished in hardwearing oilcloth with a 
fresh floral print design.

LISBON OILCLOTH 
BACKPACK
£44.99  |  FLW24BKP
33 x 36 x 10cm
Adjustable strap 42cm - 78cm

Versatile backpack has double ended 
zips on the main and front compartments 
and is fully lined with a water resistant 
100% recycled fabric, finished in 
gorgeous fresh floral oilcloth print.

LISBON  
OILCLOTH SCARF
£19.99  |  FLW24SCF  |  70 x 180cm

Gorgeous fresh floral print 
design to match styles in this 
range perfectly, beautifully soft 
viscose fabric.

Embrace the sunshine 
with the new Lisbon 
Oilcloth collection.   
Gorgeous new print in 
subtle shades of grey, 
green and white in our 
fantastic and versatile 
oilcloth.
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LISBON OILCLOTH 
PHONE POUCH
£29.99  |  FLW24PCH  |  18 x 13 x 4cm
Adjustable strap 74cm - 138cm

Cute little pouch bag with two separate 
zipped compartments, mini size with 
just enough room for your phone and 
essentials, adjustable cross body strap 
and durable oilcloth exterior.

LISBON OILCLOTH 
FREYA PURSE
£10.99  |  FLW24FYP  |  15 x 11cm

Simple no fuss coin purse with 
fabric card dividers inside the 
single zipped compartment, looks 
lovely in fresh floral oilcloth print.

LISBON OILCLOTH 
TOTE BAG
£43.99  |  FLW24TT  |  38 x 25 x 14cm
Strap 58cm

Everyday tote style, in lightweight 
oilcloth with fully zipped closure 
across the top and comfortable 
shoulder straps.
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LISBON OILCLOTH WALLET
£23.99  |  FLW24WAL  |  13 x 10 x 2cm

Oilcloth wallet is fully zipped around the outside and opens flat to 
reveal card dividers, zipped pocket for coins and space for cash inside.

LISBON OILCLOTH 3 ZIP POUCH 
£19.99  |  FLW243ZIP  |  18.5 x 16 x 1cm  |  Strap 122cm

Popular 3 zipped pouch bag, this slim shape has 3 
compartments for seperating daily essentials, with satin 
trim and narrow satin cross body removable strap. 

LISBON OILCLOTH MAKE UP BAG
£14.99  |  FLW24MUB  |  18 x 10 x 9cm

Neatly formed cosmetics case, with a practical wipe clean outer 
and lined with a splash proof fabric to protect from spills. Unzip the wallet 

to access loads 
of useful features
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TWEED APPLIQUE  
MESSENGER BAG
£36.99  |  27 x 20 x 5cm  |  Adjustable strap 72cm - 130cm

Tweed messenger bag with six different animal 
inspired applique designs to choose from, a simple 
cross body style with adjustable strap, zipped main 
compartment, integrated phone pouch inside and 
two slip pockets on the back.

PUFFIN TWEED APPLIQUE 
MESSENGER BAG

PQ24MBPF

COW TWEED APPLIQUE 
MESSENGER BAG

PQ24MBCOW

DOG TWEED APPLIQUE 
MESSENGER BAG

PQ24MBDOG

DEER TWEED APPLIQUE 
MESSENGER BAG

PQ24MBDR

BEE TWEED APPLIQUE 
MESSENGER BAG

PQ24MBBEE

CAT TWEED APPLIQUE 
MESSENGER BAG

PQ24MBCAT

Always a firm favourite, say hello to 
our new ‘furry friends’!  Delightfully 
detailed, yet practical – in 6 brand 
new designs and colourways, ideal 
for Spring.

TWEED APPLIQUE RANGE
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TWEED APPLIQUE JULIET PURSE 
£13.99  |  17 x 12cm

Appliqued tweed Juliet purse, with 6 adorable designs to choose from. Soft fabric 
coin purse with two zipped compartments for keeping cards and cash separate. TWEED APPLIQUE 

SLING BAG
£21.99  |  19 x 15cm
Strap 126cm

This lovely little sling bag, 
designed for wearing cross 
body, is super slimline, it has 
a zipped main compartment 
and front slip pocket with 
a lovely natural curve. 
Featuring adorable appliques 
of our favourite creatures, 6 
to choose from.

COW TWEED 
APPLIQUE SLING BAG 

PQ24SLCOW

DOG TWEED 
APPLIQUE SLING BAG 

PQ24SLDOG

DEER TWEED 
APPLIQUE SLING BAG 

PQ24SLDR

BEE TWEED  
APPLIQUE SLING BAG 

PQ24SLBEE

CAT TWEED  
APPLIQUE SLING BAG 

PQ24SLCAT

PUFFIN TWEED 
APPLIQUE SLING BAG 

PQ24SLPF
DEER TWEED APPLIQUE JULIET PURSE 

PQ24JPDR

CAT TWEED APPLIQUE JULIET PURSE 
PQ24JPCAT

BEE TWEED APPLIQUE JULIET PURSE 
PQ24JPBEE

PUFFIN TWEED APPLIQUE JULIET PURSE 
PQ24JPPF

COW TWEED APPLIQUE JULIET PURSE 
PQ24JPCOW

DOG TWEED APPLIQUE JULIET PURSE 
PQ24JPDOG
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1  
DEER TWEED APPLIQUE 
EYE GLASS CASE

 PQ24EYDR

2  
COW TWEED APPLIQUE 
EYE GLASS CASE

 PQ24EYCOW

5  
BEE TWEED APPLIQUE 
EYE GLASS CASE

 PQ24EYBEE

6  
CAT TWEED APPLIQUE 
EYE GLASS CASE

 PQ24EYCAT

3  
DOG TWEED APPLIQUE 
EYE GLASS CASE

 PQ24EYDOG

4  
PUFFIN TWEED APPLIQUE 
EYE GLASS CASE

 PQ24EYPF

TWEED APPLIQUE  
EYE GLASS CASE
£14.99  |  17 x 10cm

New eyeglass case with animal 
appliqued design, 6 cute characters 
to choose from, this gently padded 
case is zipped on top and perfect for 
carrying glasses. Also suitable for most 
smartphones or use as a pencil case.

TWEED APPLIQUE 
MAKE UP BAG
£15.99  |  13.5 x 22 x 8cm

A great gift, with 6 endearing 
animal and nature inspired designs 
to choose from, these tweed 
applique makeup bags are lined 
with water resistant fabric and are 
perfect for everyday use. 

1  
PUFFIN TWEED APPLIQUE  
MAKE UP BAG

 PQ24MUBPF

2  
COW TWEED APPLIQUE  
MAKE UP BAG

 PQ24MUBCOW

3  
CAT TWEED APPLIQUE  
MAKE UP BAG

 PQ24MUBCAT

1 2 3 4 5 6

4  
BEE TWEED APPLIQUE  
MAKE UP BAG

 PQ24MUBBEE

5  
DEER TWEED APPLIQUE  
MAKE UP BAG

 PQ24MUBDR

6  
DOG TWEED APPLIQUE  
MAKE UP BAG

 PQ24MUBDOG

1 2 3 4 5 6
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LUFFNESS TWEED PATCHWORK LOGAN BAG
T24LOGLFF

ABERLADY TWEED 
PATCHWORK LOGAN BAG

T24LOGDY

HUMBIE TWEED  
PATCHWORK LOGAN BAG

T24LOGHUM

TWEED PATCHWORK 
3 ZIP POUCH
£19.99  |  18.5 x 16 x 1cm
Strap 122cm

Three zipped pouch, perfect for 
hands free, life on the go. Satin 
topped zips, with a removable 
satin strap, the separated 
compartments offer practical 
space for daily use. Slim discreet 
design, available in three colours.  

HUMBIE TWEED  
PATCHWORK 3 ZIP POUCH

T24ZIPHUM

ABERLADY TWEED 
PATCHWORK 3 ZIP POUCH

T24ZIPDY

LUFFNESS TWEED 
PATCHWORK 3 ZIP POUCH

T24ZIPLFF

TWEED RANGE

TWEED PATCHWORK 
LOGAN BAG
£47.99  |  28 x 23 x 10cm
Adjustable strap 72cm - 140cm

Patchwork Logan bag has three main 
compartments, the central one is zipped 
for security and the two outer ones 
have magnetic fastening. With cord 
trim, 100% recycled polyester lining and 
adjustable cross body strap. Available 
in 3 versatile colourways.

Stylish, modern 
and now featuring 
recycled yarns, 
our tweeds are 
designed in-house 
to be unique and, 
well, special!
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TWEED  
AVA BAG
£45.99  |  38 x 25cm
Strap 65cm

Our classic Ava 
styling stands the 
test of time, perfect 
everyday shape and 
available this season 
in three versatile 
tweeds. With a 
roomy interior and 
comfortable shoulder 
straps.

TWEED PATCHWORK LOIS BACKPACK
£49.99  |  27 x 31 x 18cm
Adjustable strap 42cm - 78cm

The patchwork Lois backpack has a simple pared back design, 
zipped main compartment with integrated internal pocket, plus 
external front pouch. Adjustable backpack straps and top grab 
handle, available in three stunning Earth Squared tweeds.

LUFFNESS 
TWEED 
AVA BAG
T24AVALFF

ABERLADY 
TWEED 
AVA BAG
T24AVADY

HUMBIE 
TWEED  
AVA BAG
T24AVAHUM

LUFFNESS TWEED 
PATCHWORK LOIS BACKPACK

T24BKLFF

ABERLADY TWEED 
PATCHWORK LOIS BACKPACK

T24BKDY

HUMBIE TWEED  
PATCHWORK LOIS BACKPACK

T24BKHUM



LUFFNESS TWEED 
JEWELLERY ROLL
T24JRLFF
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TWEED TOTE BAG
£45.99  |  30 x 26 x 12cm
Strap 48cm

New Tote bag for 2024, 
featuring gorgeous new Earth 
Squared tweeds in three colours. 
Always lightweight and practical, 
with a zipped top fastening, 
integrated security pocket inside 
and comfortable shoulder straps.

HUMBIE TWEED  
TOTE BAG
T24TTHUM

ABERLADY TWEED  
TOTE BAG
T24TTDY

LUFFNESS TWEED  
TOTE BAG
T24TTLFF

1

TWEED EMILY PURSE
£9.99  |  14 x 11cm

Emily coin purse, in gorgeous Earth Squared tweed. Two 
zipped compartments to keep cards and coins separate.

1  
ABERLADY TWEED EMILY PURSE

 T24EMDY

2  
LUFFNESS TWEED EMILY PURSE

 T24EMLFF

3  
HUMBIE TWEED EMILY PURSE

 T24EMHUM

2

3

TWEED JEWELLERY 
ROLL
£13.99  |  16 x 19cm closed
16 x 26cm open

Great for gifts, these lovely jewellery 
rolls are available in three fabulous 
Earth Squared tweeds, with pockets 
and pouches inside for charms and 
chains and a roll for your rings, 
useful wrapped design. 

ABERLADY TWEED 
JEWELLERY ROLL
T24JRDY

HUMBIE TWEED  
JEWELLERY ROLL
T24JRHUM
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TWEED ANNA BAG
£42.99  |  23.5 x 17 x 5cm
Adjustable strap 74cm - 134cm

Anna is neat and compact, a 
cross body style, with a long 
adjustable strap. Divided into 
three compartments, the outer two 
are zipped and the central one 
has a magnetic closure. In three 
gorgeous Earth Squared tweeds.

LUFFNESS TWEED  
ANNA BAG
T24ANLFF

ABERLADY TWEED  
ANNA BAG
T24ANDY

HUMBIE TWEED  
ANNA BAG
T24ANHUM

TWEED WALLET

£14.99  |  13.5 x 22 x 8cm

Pair with tweed 
weekend bags for the 
perfect gift, patchwork 
makeup bags make a 
smart addition to your 
travel accessories, lined 
in 100% recycled water 
resistant polyester.

LUFFNESS TWEED WALLET
T24WALLFF

ABERLADY TWEED WALLET
T24WALDY

HUMBIE TWEED WALLET
T24WALHUM

LUFFNESS TWEED 
PATCHWORK MAKE UP BAG

T24MUBLFF

ABERLADY TWEED 
PATCHWORK MAKE UP BAG

T24MUBDY

HUMBIE TWEED  
PATCHWORK MAKE UP BAG

T24MUBHUM

£23.99  |  14 x 10 x 1cm

Handy design, with zippered closure, 
card dividers and change pocket 
inside, all wrapped up in our gorgeous 
trademark tweeds, 3 colours available.

TWEED PATCHWORK MAKE UP BAG
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TWEED WRAP
£49.99  |  75 x 140cm

Tweed poncho, charming 
design which instantly elevates 
everyday outfits, adding a dose 
of Highland style. Lined in satin 
and available in three stunning 
trademark tweeds.

LUFFNESS TWEED WRAP
T24WPLFF

ABERLADY TWEED WRAP
T24WPDY

HUMBIE TWEED WRAP
T24WPHUM

1

3

2

1

2

3
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TWEED 
WEEKEND BAG
£59.99  |  57 x 40 x 18cm  
Adjustable 72cm - 140cm

Fabulous getaway weekend 
bags, large roomy interior, 
fully lined with sturdy carry 
handles and detachable 
shoulder strap. Available 
in three attractive Earth 
Squared tweeds.

LUFFNESS TWEED 
WEEKEND BAG
T24WKLFF

ABERLADY TWEED 
WEEKEND BAG
T24WKDY

HUMBIE TWEED  
WEEKEND BAG
T24WKHUM

TWEED MOUSE 
PURSE
£13.99  |  12 x 10 x 5cm 

Three dimensional tweed mouse 
purse, with pull tail zipper and 
cute mouse features. 3 colours 
available.

TWEED CAT PURSE
£13.99  |  12 x 12cm

Adorable smiling cat face purse, this little coin purse is a 
real treat and available in three colourful tweeds.

TWEED HARE 
KEYRING 
£9.99  |  12 x 9cm

Tweed hare keyring, this pretty 
little countryside creature has the 
cutest fluffy tail and looks great 
attached to your keys. Three 
colours available.

1  
ABERLADY TWEED  
MOUSE PURSE

 T24MSDY

2  
LUFFNESS TWEED  
MOUSE PURSE

 T24MSLFF

3  
HUMBIE TWEED  
MOUSE PURSE

 T24MSHUM

2  
LUFFNESS TWEED  
CAT PURSE

 T24CATLFF

3  
HUMBIE TWEED  
CAT PURSE

 T24CATHUM

1  
ABERLADY TWEED  
CAT PURSE

 T24CATDY

ABERLADY TWEED 
HARE KEYRING

T24RABDY

LUFFNESS TWEED  
HARE KEYRING

T24RABLFF

HUMBIE TWEED  
HARE KEYRING

T24RABHUM

1 2 3

1 2 3
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A fabulous new collection – featuring a range 
of useful accessories in two distinctive prints. 
Practical and stylish – what’s not to love?!

GIFT RANGE

BLUEBIRD 
VEGAN LEATHER 
PASSPORT HOLDER
£12.99  |  GIFTPASSBLU
10 x 14cm

Keep your passport safe and 
clean in this gorgeous floral 
passport cover.

BLUEBIRD 
VELVET  
COIN PURSE
£9.99  |  GIFTCPBLU
15 x 3.5 x 12cm

Stylish coin purse in 
floral velvet. 

BLUEBIRD 
VEGAN LEATHER 
PURSE
£11.99  |  GIFTPURBLU
14.5 x 9.5cm

Stylish and durable coin 
purse in our new floral print.

BLUEBIRD 
VELVET  
MAKE UP BAG
£16.99  |  GIFTMUBBLU
16 x 10 x 8cm

The perfect travel 
companion – floral velvet 
with splashproof lining. 

BLUEBIRD VEGAN 
LEATHER MIRROR 
WITH GIFT BOX
£15.99  |  GIFTMIRBLU
10 x 10cm

Compact and bijou! The 
ultimate handbag accessory.

BLUEBIRD 
VEGAN LEATHER 
TRAVEL WALLET 
AND COIN PURSE
£21.99  |  GIFTWALBLU 
22 x 15cm

Incredibly useful and stylish 
– and the purse can be 
used on it’s own whenever 
needed.BLUEBIRD 

PORTOBELLO 
BAG – SEE 
PAGE 87
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BLUEBIRD 
VEGAN 
LEATHER TAPE 
MEASURE
£6.99  |  GIFTTMBLU
5 x 5 x 2cm

Never have to guess 
again with this handy tape 
measure in our lovely new 
floral print.

BLUEBIRD 
VEGAN 
LEATHER EYE 
GLASSES CASE
£13.99  |  GIFTGLBLU
18 x 8 x 7cm

Keep your glasses 
protected in this hardy 
and practical case in our 
gorgeous new floral print.

1

2

3

4

BLUEBIRD 
LAVENDER 
FILLED EYEMASK 
IN GIFT BOX
£19.99  |  GIFTEMBLU
21 x 9 x 2cm
Strap circumference 52cm

Gorgeously soft eye mask 
filled with fragrant lavender. 
A beautiful gift.

BLUEBIRD PHONE POUCH
£29.99  |  BD23PCH  |  18 x 13 x 4cm

Beautifully proportioned and super useful. Ideal for 
everyday essentials – and goes perfectly with our 
Bluebird collection!

BLUEBIRD JULIET PURSE
£11.99  |  BD23JUL  |  17 x 12cm

Soft pastels combine to make this super cute and 
useful coin purse.

BLUEBIRD PORTOBELLO BAG
£39.99  |  BD23PORT  |  20 x 23 x 12cm 

A stunning new handbag – lightweight and 
beautifully detailed. Featuring detachable strap, 
zipped enclosures and gorgeous florals to match 
the rest of the Bluebird range.

1

2

3

BLUEBIRD MAKE UP BAG
£13.99  |  BD23MUB  |  10 x 13 x 7cm

The perfect accessory – compact, exquisite 
detailing and with water resistant lining.

4

BLUEBIRD  
ANNA BAG
£39.99  |  BD23ANNA
24 x 17 x 5cm

Compact cross body bag with 
three useful compartments and 
adjustable webbing strap.
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ART DECO VEGAN 
LEATHER MIRROR  
WITH GIFT BOX
£15.99  |  GIFTMIRGRY 
10 x 10cm

Compact and bijou! The 
ultimate handbag accessory.

ART DECO 
VEGAN 
LEATHER 
TRAVEL 
WALLET AND 
COIN PURSE
£21.99  |  GIFTWALGRY 
22 x 15cm

Incredibly useful and stylish – and the 
purse can be used on it’s own whenever 
needed.

ART DECO VELVET  
COIN PURSE
£9.99  |  GIFTCPGRY  |  15 x 3.5 x 12cm

Stylish coin purse in floral velvet. 

ART DECO VELVET  
MAKE UP BAG
£16.99  |  GIFTMUBGRY
16 x 10 x 8cm

The perfect travel companion 
– floral velvet with splashproof 
lining. 

ART DECO LAVENDER 
FILLED EYEMASK IN  
GIFT BOX
£19.99  |  GIFTEMGRY  |  21 x 9 x 2cm   
Strap circumference 52cm

Gorgeously soft eye mask filled with 
fragrant lavender. A beautiful gift.

ART DECO  
VEGAN 
LEATHER 
PASSPORT 
HOLDER
£12.99  | GIFTPASSGRY  
10 x 14cm

Keep your passport 
safe and clean in 
this gorgeous floral 
passport cover.

ART DECO 
MAKE UP BAG – 
SEE PAGE 91
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ART DECO 
VEGAN 
LEATHER EYE 
GLASSES CASE
£13.99  |  GIFTGLGRY
18 x 8 x 7cm

Keep your glasses 
protected in this hardy 
and practical case in our 
gorgeous new floral print.

ART DECO 
VEGAN 
LEATHER 
PURSE
£11.99  |  GIFTPURGRY
14.5 x 9.5cm

Stylish and durable 
coin purse in our new 
floral print.

ART DECO VEGAN 
LEATHER TAPE 
MEASURE
£6.99  |  GIFTTMGRY  |  5 x 5 x 2cm

Never have to guess again with 
this handy tape measure in our 
lovely new floral print.

ART DECO MAKE UP BAG
£13.99  |  DEC23MUB  |  10 x 13 x 7cm

The perfect accessory – compact, exquisite detailing and with water 
resistant lining. 

ART DECO JULIET PURSE
£11.99  |  DEC23JUL  |  17 x 12cm

Soft pastels combine to make this super cute and useful coin purse. 

ART DECO PORTOBELLO BAG
£39.99  |  DEC23PORT  |  20 x 23 x 12cm

A stunning new handbag in grey canvas – lightweight and beautifully 
detailed. Featuring detachable strap, zipped enclosures and gorgeous 
florals to match the rest of the Art Deco range.

1

2

3

1

2

3

ART DECO PHONE 
POUCH
£29.99  |  DEC23PCH 
18 x 13 x 4cm

Beautifully proportioned and 
super useful. Ideal for everyday 
essentials – and goes perfectly 
with our Art Deco collection!

ART DECO 
ANNA BAG
£39.99  |  DEC23ANNA 
24 x 17 x 5cm

Compact cross body bag 
in grey canvas with three 
useful compartments and 
adjustable webbing strap.



Visit our website to shop and for latest news 
and products. Trade enquiries welcome.

www.earthsquared.com

Please note that all dimensions shown are approximate and that prices shown are 
correct as of December 2023. For full terms and conditions please see our website. 
Whilst every effort has been made to accurately portray the products, actual colours 
and appearance may vary slightly from the images shown.

  sales@earthsquared.com

  01620 892 289

  facebook.com/EarthSquaredLtd

  earth_squared

Earth Squared is proud to be a member 
of BAFTS - The British Association for 
Fair Trade Shops and Suppliers.

SPRIN
G
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DESIGNED BY US
All of our products are 
lovingly created by us at our 
office near Edinburgh to be 
unique and, well, special!

FAIR TRADE  
SINCE 2001
Fair trade is why we started 
and at the heart of what 
we do. We are seriously 
into ‘Feel good’ fashion 
accessories.

OUTSTANDING 
CUSTOMER SERVICE
We are always happy to 
help. Just get in touch if you 
need anything.

HIGH QUALITY 
PRODUCTS
We want you to be delighted 
with your Earth Squared 
purchase which is why 
quality and great value is so 
important.




